
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

HD650X External Hard Drive 

ADATA external hard drive excellence comes to your Xbox consoles! For Xbox One, our HD650X is a 

custom-designed high durability USB 3.0 drive that offers up to 2TB of added capacity. As games get bigger 

and constantly grow thanks to updates and DLC, and keeping in mind monthly-added Games with Gold if 

you have Xbox Live Gold, you’re very likely to need more space than the storage that came on your Xbox. 

Plug in the HD650X and you’ll be set for the rest of the, free from having to choose what to uninstall so 

you can enjoy the latest content. Why delete when you can keep them all? 

Fast USB 3.0 plug and play 
As a cool bonus, the HD650X connects via USB 3.0, 

so in most situations it’s actually faster than the 

drives built in to Xbox One. You’re very likely to get 

slightly faster installs and load times as icing on the 

proverbial cake with the HD650X thanks to the 

generous data bandwidth afforded by USB 3.0. And 

all you need to do is connect the HD650X to your 

Xbox One with the included USB cable – the Xbox OS 

will then prompt you, letting you know more 

capacity has become available. No cumbersome 

installs, no drivers, no delays. 

 

Make your game library move 
The HD650X makes it easy to take your games to 

go. If you’re visiting friends or family who also have 

an Xbox One, you can simply plug in the HD650X to 

their console, log in with your Xbox Live account, 

then browse and play any installed games plus 

download any uninstalled titles you’ve previously 

purchased. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 

 

Made durable for hardcore gaming  
The HD650X is a modified version of our acclaimed 

HD650 ruggedized external drive, meaning it passes 

very demanding reliability tests, far stricter than 

those for conventional external hard drives. It 

features tough silicone layering that’s more than just 

color-matched to the Xbox ecosystem. The materials 

used make the HD650X highly resistant to water, 

shocks, and dust, so it’ll last you a long time even if 

you take it on the road. The HD650X is not the kind of 

external drive that shies from a challenge, and it’s 

ready to match your passion for gaming with a 

hardened design that can take a knock (or quite a 

few).    

 

Features 

● Best for Xbox one and Xbox 360 

● Subtle and modern appearance 

● High-end silicone material 

● Triple-layer protection 

● 256-bit AES encryption 

Specifications 

●Interface: USB3.0, backward compatible with USB 2.0 

● Color: Green 

● Capacity: 2TB 

● Dimensions (L x W x H): 

121 .0 x 81.0 x 21.0 mm (4.8 x 3.2 x 0.8 inch) 

● Weight: 

2TB: 201g(7.1oz) 

● Warranty: 3 years 

 

 

Backed by ADATA expertise 

We’ve been making external hard drives for 15 

years now, and have gained considerable 

recognition for uncompromising quality and 

performance. The same excellence can be your 

Xbox One companion when you choose the 

HD650X, which ships with a three-year warranty. 

 

 

 

Ordering Information 

Capacity Model Number EAN Code 

2TB ■AHD650X-2TU3-CGN 4712366964860 

 

 

 


